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Abstract
This document describes a simple method for invoking and running the
NETCONF configuration protocol within a Secure Shell (SSH) session as
an SSH subsystem. Some features of the NETCONF protocol are not
suited for use in a single shell session, and those limitations are
described here.
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1. Introduction
The NETCONF protocol [1] is an XML-based protocol used to manage the
configuration of networking equipment. NETCONF is defined to be
session-layer and transport independent, allowing mappings to be
defined for multiple session-layer or transport protocols. This
document defines how XMLCONF can be used within a Secure Shell (SSH)
session, using the SSH connection protocol [2] over the SSH transport
protocol [3].
NETCONF is defined as a multi-channel protocol, with separate
communications channels for session management, protocol operations
and notifications. In this document, however, we have defined a
mapping to run NETCONF over a single SSH session (a single SSH
channel of type "session", see section 4 of [2]). This mapping will
allow NETCONF to be executed from the a secure shell session, by a
user or a simple script. Mapping NETCONF to a single SSH session does
impose some limitations on the use of NETCONF over SSH. In
particular, the <rpc-progress> and <rpc-abort> elements are not
supported, NETCONF capabilities must be exchanged over the same
channel as the NETCONF RPC commands, and NETCONF notifications, if
enabled, will also be transmitted over the same channel.
Throughout this document, the terms "client" and "server" are used to
refer to the two ends of the SSH transport connection. The client
actively opens the SSH connection, and the server passively listens
for the incoming SSH connection.
The terms "manager" and "agent" are used to refer to the two ends of
the NETCONF protocol session. The manager issues NETCONF RPC
commands, and the agent replies to those commands. Depending upon
negotiated capabilities, the manager may also receive NETCONF
notifications and the agent may send notifications.
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2. Starting NETCONF over SSH
To run NETCONF over SSH, the client will first establish an SSH
transport connection using the SSH transport protocol, and the client
and server will exchange keys for message integrity and encryption.
The client will then invoke the "ssh-userauth" service to
authenticate the user, as described in the SSH authentication
protocol [4]. Once the user has been successfully authenticated, the
client will invoke the "ssh-connection" service, also known as the
SSH connection protocol.
After the ssh-connection service is established, the client will open
a channel of type "session", which will result in an SSH session.
Once the SSH session has been established, the user (or script) will
invoke NETCONF as an SSH subsystem called "netconf". Running NETCONF
as an SSH subsystem avoids the need for the script to recognize shell
prompts or skip over extraneous information, such as a system
message, that is printed at shell start-up.
To the user (or script),
similar to the following
text transmitted by both
that it receives back to

running NETCONF as an SSH subsystem may look
example. Although this example shows the
sides, the server MUST NOT echo the commands
the client.
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<!-- The user (or script) invokes the SSH subsystem. Depending upon
the configuration of the client and server, the passphrase prompt
may not be issued or may be replaced by a password prompt. -->
[user@client]$ ssh -s server.example.org netconf
Enter passphrase for key '/foo/.ssh/id_dsa':
<!-- The NETCONF subsystem running on the server sends a complete
XML document to the client. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hello>
<capabilities>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base</capability>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/agent</capbability>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base#lock</capability>
</capabilities>
</hello>
<!-- The client sends a complete XML document to the server. -->

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hello>
<capabilities>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base</capability>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlcong/1.0/manager</capability>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base#lock</capability>
</capabilities>
</hello>

While the NETCONF subsystem is active, the NETCONF manager can
interact with the NETCONF agent by sending complete XML documents
containing NETCONF RPC elements, and the NETCONF server will respond
by sending complete XML documents containing appropriate RPC replies.
2.1 Capabilities Exchange
As indicated in the example above, the server MUST indicate its
capabilities by sending an XML document containing a <hello> element
as soon as the NETCONF session is established. The user (or the
user's expect script) can parse this message to determine which
NETCONF capabilities are supported by the server.
The client must also send an XML document containing a <hello>
element to indicate the client's capabilities to the server. The
document containing the <hello> element must be the first XML
document that the client sends after the NETCONF session is
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established.
Although the example shows the server sending a $lt;hello> message
followed by the client's message, both sides will send the message as
soon as the NETCONF subsystem is initialized, perhaps simultaneously.
2.2 Reversability of Connections
The NETCONF protocol is reversible -- either the manager or the agent
may initiate the session-layer or transport connection. Once the
session is established, the NETCONF capabilities exchange will be
used to indicate which side of the connection is the agent and which
is the manager, as indicated in the previous example. If there is no
agreement, each side MUST close the transport connection and log an

error.
In order to provide for reversability when used over SSH, it may be
necessary for either the NETCONF agent or the NETCONF manager to have
a well known host key, as it is always required for the SSH server to
have a well known host key. Thus, the server will authenticate
itself to the client with its host key. The client will then
authenticate itself with any allowable mechanism, as specified in
[4]. The authenticated principle is then passed to NETCONF.
Because the use of NETCONF may involve transferring sensitive
configuration information in either direction, both the client and
server must be authenticated and all of the data exchanged must be
encrypted. If either the client or server fails to successfully
authenticate itself, or if it is not possible to establish an
encrypted session, the NETCONF session MUST be aborted.
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3. Using NETCONF over SSH
A NETCONF over SSH session consists of the manager and agent
exchanging complete XML documents. Once the session has been
established and capabilities have been exchanged, the manager will
send complete XML documents to the server containing <rpc> elements,
and the agent will respond with complete XML documents containing

<rpc-reply> elements.
To continue the example given above, an XMLCONF over SSH session to
retrieve a set of configuration information might look like this:

<!-- The manager sends an XML document containing an <rpc>
element. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc id="101" xmlns="http://ietf.org/netconf/1.0/base">
<get-config>
<source> <running/> </source>
<config xmlns="http://example.com/schema/1.2/config">
<users/>
</config>
<format>xml</format>
</get-config>
</rpc>
<!-- The agent responds with an XML document containing an
<rpc-reply> element. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc-reply id="101" xmlns="http://ietf.org/netconf/1.0/base">
<config xmlns="http://example.com/schema/1.2/config">
<users>
<user><name>root</name><type>superuser</type></user>
<user><name>fred</name><type>admin</type></user>
<user><name>barney</name><type>admin</type></user>
</users>
</config>
</rpc-reply>

There are two NETCONF protocol operations that are not supported when
running NETCONF over SSH, the <rpc-progress> and <rpc-abort>
operations. These operations use the NETCONF management channel to
allow the processing of out-of-band operations that affect RPC
processing on the operations channel. Since this document defines a
single-channel mechanism for using NETCONF over SSH, these operations
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cannot be supported in this transport mapping.
In this mapping, there is no way to obtain a progress indication
regarding an outstanding RPC request, and the only way to abort an
RPC request before it completes is to terminate the SSH session.
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4. Sending NETCONF Notifications over SSH
The SSH protocol has the capability to support multiple sessions, and
therefore, theoretically to support multiple NETCONF channels.
However, because the NETCONF over SSH mapping is designed for
simplified scripting, use of this mapping for such multiple purposes
is not supported.
Instead, if both the manager and agent indicate support for the
notification capability and the manager issues a <notification-open>
RPC command, notifications may be sent over the SSH session,
interleaved with NETCONF RPC commands and responses. Notifications
are transmitted and received as described in RFC 3195 [5], with the
exception that authentication information is passed from the SSH
layer instead of the BEEP layer.
Once the client or the server begins sending an XML document, it must
suspend all other output (i.e. other XML documents) until the
document has been sent in its entirety. This means that asynchronous
notifications may be delayed while waiting for the transmission of
other documents to be completed. It is recommended that if an agent
has at least one notification pending and at least one response
pending that the notification(s) be sent first. If a manager deems
that notifications are particularly time-sensitive, it may open
another NETCONF session that is used only for notifications.
It is acceptable for a NETCONF manager to be sending a command to the
agent, while the agent is simultaneously sending a response or
notification to the manager.
Once the manager has requested that the agent send notifications, via
a <notification-open> RPC message, the agent may send notification
until the SSH session is closed.
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5. Exiting the NETCONF Subsystem
Exiting NETCONF is accomplished using the <kill-session> operation.
When a <kill-session> command is issued by the manager, the agent
shall respond, terminate the SSH session, and close the TCP
connection.
To continue the example used in previous sections, an existing
NETCONF subsystem session could be closed as follows:

<!-- The manager sends an XML document containing a <kill-session>
operation. Question: Where do we get the session-id? Should it be
sent in the <hello> message? -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc message-id="102" xmlns="http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base">
<kill-session>
<session-id>0</session-id>
</kill-session>
</rpc>
<!-- The agent returns an "OK" reply. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc-reply id="102" xmlns="http://ietf.org/netconf/1.0/base">
<ok/>
</rpc-reply>
<!-- The NETCONF subsystem exits, ending the SSH session and returning
the user (or script) to the local shell prompt. -->
[user@client]$
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6. Running NETCONF from an SSH Shell
The techniques described in this document could be used to access the
NETCONF protocol over the SSH shell session, or from other shell
types such as a console session or a Telnet [7] connection. However,
there are serious security implications associated with allowing
NETCONF access via any method that does not provide strong support
for user authentication, server authentication and data privacy. See
the Security Considerations section for more details.
If the server supports NETCONF invocation from an SSH shell session,
the user may choose to invoke a NETCONF program from the shell
command line. This would involve using SSH to establish a shell
session, and entering the name of a NETCONF program (with the full
path, if necessary) at the remote shell prompt.
6.1 Starting a NETCONF Shell Session
To the user, the establishment of an SSH shell and the invocation of
the NETCONF program may look similar to the following example:

<!-- The user enters an SSH shell session. -->
[user@client]$ ssh server.example.org
user@server.example.org's password: ********
<!-- At the shell prompt, the user invokes the NETCONF program, which
in this example is called 'netconf', but which might have different

names on different systems. -->
[user@server]$ netconf
<!-- The NETCONF program sends an XML document to the client. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hello>
<capabilities>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base</capability>
<capability>http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base#lock</capability>
</capabilities>
</hello>

6.2 Exiting a NETCONF Shell Session
When the user has run NETCONF from a shell, he will need to exit the
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NETCONF program using the <kill-session> operation, and then exit the
remote shell to return to the local shell. To continue the example
used in previous sections, an existing NETCONF shell session could be
closed as follows:

<!-- The manager sends an XML document containing an <kill-session>
operation Question: Where do we get the session-id? Should it be
sent in the <hello> message? -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc message-id="102" xmlns="http://ietf.org/xmlconf/1.0/base">
<kill-session>
<session-id>0</session-id>
</kill-session>
</rpc>
<!-- The agent returns an "OK" reply. -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rpc-reply id="102" xmlns="http://ietf.org/netconf/1.0/base">
<ok/>

</rpc-reply>
<!-- The NETCONF program exits, returning the user to the SSH prompt.
The user then types 'exit' to exit the SSH shell and return to the
local shell. -->
[user@server]$ exit
[user@client]$
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7. Security Considerations
NETCONF is used to access and modify configuration and state
information, so the ability to access this protocol should be limited
to users and systems that are authorized to view or modify the
agent's configuration and state data.
The identity of the server MUST be verified and authenticated by the
client before password-based authentication data or any configuration
data is sent to it. The identity of the client MUST also be verified
and authenticated by the server to ensure that the incoming client
request is legitimate. Neither side should establish a connection
with an unknown, unexpected or incorrect identity on the opposite
side.

Configuration data may include sensitive information, such as
usernames or security keys. So, NETCONF should only be used over
communications channels that provide strong encryption for data
privacy. This document defines a NETCONF over SSH mapping which
provides for support of strong encryption and authentication.
If the NETCONF server provides remote shell access through insecure
protocols, such as Telnet, care should be taken to prevent execution
of the NETCONF program when strong user authentication or data
privacy is not available. Because it may be difficult or impossible,
in some operating environments, to determine whether a shell command
was accessed over a secure protocol, such as SSH, or an insecure
protocol, such as Telnet, it may be necessary to disable insecure
shell access to the system to prevent insecure access to a NETCONF
program. Alternatively, it would be possible to disable NETCONF
access from the command line, only allowing NETCONF to be accessed
through invocation of the SSH 'netconf' subsystem.
Because NETCONF data is being sent over the standard SSH protocol
port mapping (to the NETCONF subsystem or shell), use of this
protocol mapping would allow NETCONF data to be transferred over a
firewall boundary that has open access for SSH connections. Network
policies which restrict NETCONF operations to within a trusted
network may clash with other policies that allows network-external
SSH access to internal ssh services.
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